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The appetite of Tasmanian leaders and
businesses to focus on diversity and
inclusion (D&I) has never been stronger.
There is growing recognition that D&I is
socially and morally the right thing to do
AND it makes good business sense.
The evidence is clear, organisations that prioritise and
invest in diversity and inclusion are winning, and those
that don’t are losing (Mckinsey, Delivering Through
Diversity report, January 2018).
The objective of the Include Conference is to provide
Tasmanian leaders and organisations with best practice
tips, insights and inspiration on how to drive more
inclusion within their organsiations and more broadly
across the Tasmanian community.
Rest assured, this won’t be your typical sit and listen
conference. There will be plenty of opportunities for
attendees to reflect, discuss and co-design innovative
ways to become diversity champions.

The conference will include
several renowned Tasmanian
and national thought leaders
across a range of diversity and
inclusion topics.
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Keynote Speakers
Kate Jenkins
Federal Sex Discrimination Commissioner
Kate Jenkins became Australia’s Sex Discrimination
Commissioner in 2016. Kate is leading a number of
projects at the Australian Human Rights Commission,
including a national inquiry into sexual harassment in
Australian workplaces.
She also worked on the recently released report on the
results of the national survey on sexual harassment and
sexual assault at university, the Commission’s fourth
sexual harassment prevalence survey and continuing the
Commission’s collaborative project on cultural reform
with the Australian Defence Force.
Kate is the convener of the National Male Champions of
Change group (established 2015), and the Co-Chair of
Play by the Rules, a joint project between human rights
agencies and sports commissions to make grass roots
sports safe, fair and inclusive.

Stan Grant
Indigenous Affairs Editor for the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation and special
advisor to the Prime Minister on Indigenous
constitutional recognition
Stan Grant is a Wiradjuri man whose latest book Talking
to My Country is a powerful and personal meditation
on race, culture and national identity. A journalist since
1987, Stan has covered some of the world’s biggest
news events and has received a string of prestigious
international and Australian awards.
He published his memoir, The Tears of Strangers in 2002
and in 2015, he won a Walkley award for his coverage of
indigenous affairs. He is Managing Editor of National
Indigenous Television, Indigenous Affairs Editor at The
Guardian and International Editor at Skynews.

Other Speakers
Premier Will Hodgman
Opening the conference

Professor Jane Long
Provost, University of Tasmania

Adam Mostogl
Founder / Inspirer of Illuminate Education

Tara Howell and Sam Haberle

30–08–2018
8:45am to 4:45pm

Wrest Point Casino, Hobart
$250+GST per ticket
$2,250+GST per table of 10 (save $250)

Directors of S. Group & Blue Derby Pods Ride

Trisha Squires
CEO AFL Tasmania

Sadhana Smiles
CEO Harcourts Vic

Book tickets online at
franklydiversity.com
Interested in becoming a sponsor? Please contact
lauren@franklydiversity.com for more details.

